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1. Introduction- legal systems

• What is a legal system?

• 17th century ‘Age of Enlightenment’ challenging 
absolutist monarchies

• Charles-Louis Montesquieu
– separation of powers doctrine
– system of ‘checks and balances’



2. The Norwegian Constitution
17th May, Grunnlovsdagen (Norwegian Constitution Day)



The Events of 1814

• Until 1814- Norway part of the Kingdom
of Denmark-Norway
• Jan -Norway awarded to Sweden 
• Spring- Meeting at Eidsvoll
• 17 May- Constitution signed
• Summer-Swedish-Norwegian War
• Nov- Election of King Charles XIII



1905: Independence



The Constitution
• Inspired by US and France.

• Sovereignty of the people –
elected legislative body, 
(Stortinget).

• Legally binding, legally limits 
legislative and executive 
powers.

• Judicial review as part of 
division of powers.

• Oldest constitution in Europe 
still in force and second oldest 
in the world after the US.



Changes to the Constitution

• 1851- Constitutional prohibition against admission 
of Jews lifted

• 1898- Universal male suffrage established
• 1905- Union with Sweden dissolved
• 1913- Universal suffrage established
• 1956- Religious freedom formalised
• 2004- New provision on freedom of expression
• 2014- Human rights provisions



3. The Parliament- Stortinget
“The people exercise the legislative power through the 

Stortinget.” 
(Article 49)

• 169 members
• Unicameral (only one chamber)
• Power to issue new legislation
• Principle of legality

– rule of law
– state authorities obliged to act through parliamentary legislation (e.g. 

criminal sanctions, taxes)
– citizens able to foresee their legal position (legal certainty) 

• Constitutional limitations on legislator
– division of powers
– judicial review (fundamental rights) 



Incorporating Human Rights Law

• Some human rights were in the 1814 constitution
• Growth in human rights laws after World War II-

many basic human rights not included in the 
Constitution

• European Convention on Human Rights 
• May 2014- Added a new chapter on human rights 

to the Constitution 

https://lovdata.no/dokument/NLE/lov/1814-05-17?q=grunnloven


Sametinget

• Sámi parliament, represents the Sámi people
• Located Karasjok, Finnmark
• Opened October 1989
• Democratically elected
• Deals with matters concerning the Sámi people
• Powers are limited- a political body considering

issues of relevance to Sámi people



4. The Government – Regjeringen

King Harald V Prime Minister Erna 
Solberg

Two parts to the Executive:

1. The King 2. The Government



Executive branch cont/d

1. Council of State (Statsrådet)
- Composed of senior government ministers 
- Makes decisions on matters of State
- Meets weekly, usually Fridays at 11 am at the 

Royal Palace in Oslo
- Usually chaired by the King 
- ‘The King's person is sacred; he cannot be 

censured or accused. The responsibility rests with 
his Council’. (Constitution)



Executive branch cont/d
2. The Governmental Conference
- Chaired by the PM with all the ministers
- Normally take place before Council of State
- Political discussions on matters of significance



What part does the Executive play in the 
legal system?

1. The legislative process

• Government has substantial influence
• New legislation usually prepared by the public

administration
• Power to issue new regulations and directives

(forskrifter) on the basis of existing laws



2. Enforcing the legal order

• Controls the police and the military
• Criminal cases
• Prisons
• Civil cases
• Other laws



5. The Courts- Domstolene

a. What do the courts do?

b. What is the structure of the court
system?



What do the courts do?

1. Judicial Review

• Allows the judiciary to scrutinise the legislator 
• Allows court to find laws and acts unconstitutional
• Norwegian Supreme Court 
• War Criminal Case



What do the courts do?



What do the courts do? Cont/d
2. General Jurisdiction
• All courts in Norway rule in all civil, criminal and 

administrative cases
• Exceptional cases- universal jurisdiction



What do the courts do? Cont/d

• Criminal cases
• Civil cases

– Not all cases settled in courts of law
– Concilliation proceedings

• Administrative cases
• Only deal with legal issues
• Court decisions within a reasonable time



b. What is the 
structure of 
the court 
system?

Supreme 
Court

“Høyesterett”

Appeal Courts
“Lagmannsrett”

District Courts
“Tingrett”

Conciliation Board “Forliksrådet”

Hierarchy of the
system



Concilliation Board
• The lowest court in civil cases

• Both a mediation body and a court

• Tries to find an amicable agreement and avoid long, 
expensive processes

• Every kommune has one

• Three members and a secretary



District Courts

• 75 (ish) District Courts
• Jurisdiction in all matters (general jurisdiction)
• All criminal cases start here
• Cases that have been heard by the conciliation board
• Other civil cases
• Judges:
- Civil cases- 1 professional (2 lay)
- Criminal cases- 1 professional and 2 lay 

5 judges (3 lay and 2 proff) e.g. in Brevik
case



Appeal Courts

• Six  Courts of Appeal (Oslo, Hamar, Skien, Bergen, 
Trondheim, Tromsø)

• Each led by Senior Judge (lagman) and other appellate 
judges (lagdommer)

• Right to appeal
– in most civil cases
– in criminal cases

• Criminal cases
- Under 6 years imprisonment- 3 professional judges and 

2 lay judges
- Over 6 years- Jury abolished 2017

- 2 professional and 5 lay judges



Supreme Court

• Highest court
• Located in Oslo
• Jurisdiction over whole of Norway and all kinds

of cases
• Right to appeal to SC is heavily restricted

• Appeals Selection Committee



Purpose of the Supreme Court
• Principal goal to ensure clarity and development 

of the law within the framework that follows from 
the Constitution and law
– Not to ensure the right outcome in each and 

every case 
– Ensure uniformity of legal process
– Resolve matters where the law is unclear
– Develop the law
– Decide in matters of principle



Supreme Court Judges

• 20 Supreme court judges
• President Toril Marie Øye (since 2016)
• Normal cases: 5 judges
• Important cases: 11 judges (Grand Chamber)
• Very important cases: 20 judges (Plenary

Session)





How are court hearings are conducted in 
Norway?
• Civil cases:

- Strong oral tradition
- witnesses, documentary evidence and legal arguments 

presented directly before the court during the ‘main 
hearing’

• Criminal cases:
- oral tradition even stronger
- judges as "tabula rasa”
- presumption of innocence
- evaluation of evidence
- principle of contradiction

• Importance of transparency



6. A civil or common law system?
Civil law

• extensive and detailed 
legislation

• principles of law; strong 
doctrines

Common law

• case-law developed by courts 
of law

• tradition

Norwegian law
• importance of parliamentary legislation

• legislation less detailed
• trusts courts to find “spirit of the law”

• but courts emphasise the “preparatory works” of legislators
• Supreme Court’s case-law highly important

• Courts recognised to “develop law”
•Fields of law that are not legislated

•Scandinavian “legal pragmatism” – fewer principles and doctrines



7. Some major trends affecting the Norwegian 
legal system

• Wide administrative powers in aftermath of WW II

• Increased protection of citizen’s position 

• Protection of those in weaker positions
• Deregulation – more free market?

• EU and EEA legislation

• Human rights

• Softer or tougher on crime?



Takk for meg!


